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Abstract. We analyze the existence and stability of dynamical attractor solutions for cos-
mological inflation driven by the coupling between fermions and a gauge field. Assum-
ing a spatially homogeneous and isotropic gauge field and fermion current, the interacting
fermion equation of motion reduces to that of a free fermion up to a phase shift. Consistency
of the model is ensured via the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism. We prove the existence of exactly
one stable solution, and demonstrate the stability numerically. Inflation arises without fine
tuning, and does not require postulating any effective potential or non-standard coupling.
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1 Introduction
Inflation in the early universe stands as a cornerstone of the standard model of cosmology,
providing a simple physical mechanism for understanding several fundamental properties
of the universe which otherwise are puzzling. Along with naturally explaining the observed
flatness and isotropy of the universe, and the lack of monopoles from breaking a higher
gauge symmetry to the standard model gauge group, inflation provides a profound quan-
tum mechanical origin for small density perturbations over a wide range of super-horizon
scales which have Gaussian random statistics and equal fractional amplitude in all particle
species. Recent measurements of the cosmic microwave background temperature power
spectrum [1–4] show that, to an excellent approximation, this is the universe we live in.
The fundamental physical basis for inflation, however, remains obscure. Inflation
was first developed by borrowing concepts from condensed matter and particle physics.
In the original inflation proposal by Guth [5], both parity-symmetry breaking and SU(5)-
symmetric unified theories were essential ingredients. Soon, because of the amount of fine
tuning required by the earliest model of inflation (so-called “Old Inflation”) and difficulty
making inflation end, the focus of inflation theories shifted from the original goal of mak-
ing contact with fundamental physics concepts to the consideration of effective models de-
scribed by new scalar fields. Although phenomenologically successful, this paradigm has a
high degree of arbitrariness in the choice of the potential for the inflaton scalar field, along
with other difficult issues [6]. A notable model of inflation based on the only known funda-
mental scalar field, the Higgs field, has been constructed [7], but at the cost of introducing a
non-standard coupling to the gravitational field [8].
Conceptual alternatives to scalar-field inflation have also been considered, such as in-
flation driven by vector fields [9–11]. (For a recent review on gauge fields and inflation,
see [12].) In this paper we consider another idea proposed by Alexander, Marciano` and
Spergel [13], based on the interaction of an abelian gauge field with a fermion current. In
this case, inflation is driven by the energy density of interacting fermion and gauge fields,
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rather than the potential energy of a scalar field, and invokes only the standard interaction
Lagrangian between gauge fields and a fermion current. Our specific model differs from
that in Ref. [13]: we use the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism to provide a self-consistent model with
gauge invariance. It is similar in spirit to the inflation model of Ref. [14], which uses inter-
acting gauge and axion fields.
Here we assume that the early universe was dominated by a time-like homogeneous
gauge field and a fermion field. Classical physics intuition suggests that, in an expanding
universe, both fermion charge density (the total charge density of fermions minus the to-
tal charge density of anti-fermions) and electromagnetic fields should dilute. However, the
coincident-point limit of the fermion propagator in a quasi-deSitter space-time with con-
stant deceleration is actually constant instead of decaying with redshift [15], and we may
show that the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the fermion current is as well, namely
Jµ ∝ δµ0 [13]. Using this result to solve consistently for the gauge field, we show that the
gauge field At also remains constant. In other words, due to quantum effects of the expand-
ing space-time, the time-like component of the gauge field does not dilute. This implies
that the gauge field and fermion current interaction energy A ·J is nearly constant. This
interaction energy can therefore sustain an inflationary phase of the universe.
Building on the work done in [13], we investigate the existence of attractor solutions
in this theory. We begin by introducing the action in Sec. II, which invokes the Stu¨ckelberg
mechanism to provide a self-consistent model. We derive the equations of motion of the
gauge (Sec. III) and the fermion fields (Sec. IV) in the background expanding space-time
with the usual assumptions of isotropy and spatial homogeneity. We prove the conservation
of energy-momentum in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we incorporate the Friedmann equation for the
space-time expansion dynamics, giving a 3-dimensional dynamical system, and find a fixed
point corresponding to inflationary behavior. In Sec. VII, we perform a stability analysis by
expanding the system to first order in the perturbations about the fixed point, and present
a numerical realization of our model with a phase portrait. The inflationary solution has
a broad basin of attraction, demonstrating that inflation is generic in this model. We then
conclude with some thoughts about how this model relates to more conventional inflation
theories, how perturbations may contribute to ending inflation, and open questions about
the connection between inflation and the microphysical interactions driving it.
2 The Theoretical Model
We consider a U(1) gauge field Aµ with mass m which interacts with a Dirac fermion ψ
of mass M . We use the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism to allow for gauge invariance of Aµ. Inte-
gration is over a four-dimensional space-time manifoldM4 with Lorentzian signature. The
metric field is denoted as gµν , with Greek indices labeling space-time coordinates, and its
determinant as g. The Ricci scalar is denoted as R and the Planck scale as M2p = G−1 in
natural units. In the action for the Dirac field, we use the conventional notation /∇ for the
contraction of the covariant derivative (with respect to the spin-connection) ∇µ with the
Dirac matrices γI , through the inverse tetrad field eµI . Finally, I stands for an internal index
from 1 to 4. The action is then written as
S =
∫
M4
d4x
√
|g|
[
M2pR
8pi
− 1
4
GαβG
αβ − 1
2
m2CµC
µ + CµJ µ + Lfer
]
, (2.1)
Cµ = Aµ − 1
m
∂µθ , Gµν = ∂[µCν] = ∂[µAν] = Fµν , Lfer = −ıψ /∇ψ + c.c.+Mψψ , J µ = q ψ¯γµψ ,
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where q is a dimensionless coupling constant. Gauge invariance is ensured by the Stu¨ckelberg
scalar field θ, and by the transformations
Aµ → A′µ = Aµ + ∂µΛ ,
θ → θ′ = θ + mΛ . (2.2)
A generalization of this theory to non-abelian SU(N) Yang-Mills fields will be considered
elsewhere [16].
3 Equation of Motion of the U(1) Field
The sector of the action involving the U(1) gauge field is given by
LU(1) =
√−g
[
−1
4
FαβFα′β′ g
αα′gββ
′ − 1
2
m2
(
Aµ − 1
m
∂µθ
)2
+ JIeµIAµ
]
, (3.1)
where
JI = ψ¯ γIψ , (3.2)
and in which for convenience we set the dimensionless coupling constant q to 1. The equa-
tions of motion are straightforward to obtain:
∂µ
[√−g (−Fµν)] = √−g (−m2Aν +m∂νθ + J ν) . (3.3)
We impose the generalized gauge condition [17, Eq. 16] ,
∇µAµ = mθ , (3.4)
which relates the Stu¨ckelberg scalar field θ to the longitudinal mode of the massive U(1)
gauge fieldAµ. In the standard Friedmann-Lemaıˆtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric ds2=
−dt2 + a2(t)dx 2 and the time derivative denoted with a “ ˙”, the vacuum expectation value
(VEV) of the fermion current on a quasi-de Sitter background has the form 1
J σ ' J δ
σ
0
1−  ,  6= 1 , (3.5)
where  is the deceleration parameter defined as
 ≡ − H˙
H2
, (3.6)
and the constant amplitude J was derived in [13, Eqs. 5.5]. Indeed, the expectation value of
J σ in the Bunch-Davies vacuum is constant for the temporal component and vanishes for
1The propagator in [15] was derived assuming that M/H and  are constant. The former condition can be
satisfied by giving mass to the fermion via a Yukawa coupling, and the latter condition becomes unimportant
in the phase space near to the attractor solution. In other words, the result (3.5) was shown in [13] to be strictly
true only in the limit of small . For simplicity, we will address these subtleties elsewhere, and instead focus
only on the basic dynamics.
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the spatial components. This can be easily checked at  = 0 from the fermion propagator
Sab(x, y), which reads
ıSab(x, y) = a(ηx)(ıγ
µ∇µ +M) H
2√
a(ηx)a(ηy)
[
ıS+(x, y)
1 + γ0
2
+ ıS−(x, y)
1− γ0
2
]
,
ıS±(x, y) =
Γ(1∓ ıMH ) Γ(2± ıMH )
(4pi)2Γ(2)
2F1
(
1∓ ıM
H
, 2± ıM
H
, 2, 1− ∆(x, y)
4
)
,
∆(x, y) = a(x)a(y)H2∆x2 , ∆x2 = (|ηx − ηy| − ıε)2 + (x− y) · (x− y) . (3.7)
The coincidence limit of the latter expression, expanded to first order in M/H , is then
lim
y→xS
ab(x, y) ' H
2
16pi2
[
M2
H
(
1 + γ0
2
)ab
− M
2
H
(
1 + γ0
2
)ab]
+O
(
M2
H2
)
. (3.8)
The comoving fermion number density, which is obtained by multiplication of the physical
fermion number density
〈0|J 0|0〉 ' lim
y→xS
ab(x, y) γ0ab (3.9)
times a3, increases as the universe expands and thus amounts to the creation of particles.
The unfamiliar time evolution in (3.8) and in (3.5) is the rigorous result of the expectation
value of second-quantized field bilinears in the Bunch-Davies vacuum. On the other hand,
from the Dirac equation it is straightforward to show the usual semiclassical result J 0 =
ψγ0ψ ∝ 1/a3. So the creation of particles in a quasi-de Sitter spacetime is purely a property
of quantized particles in curved spacetime.
In Equation (3.5) J is a somewhat complicated function of M and H¯ [13, Eqs. 4.18],
where H¯ is the de Sitter limit of the model, assuming it exists. Obtaining J requires solving
the Friedmann equation. Regardless of the specific value of J , it is constant in time which is
necessary to have an inflationary solution with constant energy density.
Note that the divergence of the fermion current does not vanish, ∇µJ µ 6= 0. As a
result, taking the divergence of both sides of the equation of motion (3.3) shows that the
massless limit m → 0 does not exist. A massless gauge field will be inconsistent with the
assumed form for the current; this is the reason the gauge field includes a mass term in the
Lagrangian (2.1).
As a starting point for an inflation model, assume that Aµ is spatially homogeneous,
i.e. Aµ = Aµ(t). From (3.3), we obtain the equation of motion for the space-like components
A¨i +m
2Ai = 0. (3.10)
Solving for Ai, we can easily see that the energy density contribution from the space-like
gauge fields, m2AiAi, dilutes as 1/a2 like a classical magnetic field. We may therefore set
Ai = 0, and they do not play any further role. For the time-like component,
A¨0 + 3HA˙0 + 3H˙A0 +m
2A0 + J/(1− ) = 0 . (3.11)
To solve for A0 also requires the Friedmann equation for H(t). In the limit of ideal de Sitter
phase (H(t) = H¯,  = 0) the equation of motion (3.11) reduces to that of a damped Harmonic
oscillator with a constant driving term J . The steady-state solution is
A0 =
J
m2
, (3.12)
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which gives the constant energy inflationary solution ρ ' 12m2A2 + A · J + MJ . We will
show that this limit is a dynamical attractor in Sec. VII.
The behavior of the Stu¨ckelberg scalar field immediately follows from the gauge con-
dition (3.4),
θ =
1
m
∇µAµ = 1
m
∇0A0 = 1
m
(
A˙0 + 3H¯A0
)
=
3H¯J
m3
. (3.13)
That is, the scalar field is constant in the steady-state limit. Therefore, since only derivatives
of the scalar field ∂µθ appear in the Lagrangian (2.1), the scalar field does not contribute any
energy density or pressure in the steady-state limit. The solution (3.14) is also consistent
with the scalar field equation of motion,
θ¨ + 3Hθ˙ +m2θ =
J
m (1− )
[
3H +
˙
(1− )
]
. (3.14)
This completes our calculation of the equations of motion of our gauge and scalar fields.
4 Fermion Equation of Motion: Free Versus Interacting
The fermion current vacuum expectation value (3.5) was derived in [13] using the free fermion
propagator worked out in [15]. Here we reduce the full interacting propagator to the free
propagator. The equation of motion for the four-spinor ψ (xµ) results from varying the ac-
tion (2.1) with respect to ψ ≡ ψ†γ0 ,
ıγµ∇µψ −mψ − qγIeµIψCµ = 0 , (4.1)
where for the gravitational covariant derivative ∇µ = ∂µ − Γµ. Using the FLRW vierbein
and its inverse
eIµ = a(η)δ
I
µ ,
eµI = a
−1(η)δIµ , (4.2)
where η is the conformal time for which FLRW metrics read ds2 = a2(η)(dη2−d~x 2), and the
definition of the spin-connection
Γµ = −1
8
eνI
(
∂µeνJ − ΓαµνeαJ
) [
γI , γJ
]
, (4.3)
it can be shown that
ıγµ∇µψ = ıa−5/2γI∂I
(
a3/2ψ
)
, (4.4)
where the covariant derivatives have been conveniently replaced with partial derivatives in
the tangent space. We use capitalized Latin letters as opposed to Greek letters to indicate
the tangent space. The tangent space is simply Minkowski space, in which γI are constant
matrices. The above relation gives
− qγIeµIψCµ = −qa−1γ0ψC0 , (4.5)
which again assumes that only the time-like gauge field is non-vanishing. Now define the
rescaled four-spinor as
χ = a3/2ψ , (4.6)
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and recast equation (4.1) as
ıγI∂Iχ−maχ− qγ0χC0 = 0 . (4.7)
Equation (4.7) can be written as
− ıγ0∂ηχ+ ıγi∂iχ−maχ− qγ0χC0 = 0. (4.8)
This is the full interacting fermion equation of motion for the model we are considering.
However, the interaction term −qγ0χC0 causes only a global phase shift in the spinor. As-
suming that C0 is a well-behaved function, some function F (η) will exist such that
∂ηF (η) ≡ C0 . (4.9)
That is, F is the anti-derivative of C0. Consider
χ˜ = χ eıqF (η) ; (4.10)
substituting (4.10) into (4.8), we have
− ıγ0∂ηχ˜+ ıγi∂iχ˜−maχ˜ = 0. (4.11)
This is sufficient to show that the presence of the interaction term qγIeµIψCµ in the equation
of motion (4.8) is equivalent to a phase shift of the free fermion. Since the fermion propaga-
tor has the form ψ¯ ψ, this phase shift has no effect on the propagator. Thus, the interacting
fermion propagator must be identical to the free fermion propagator derived in [15]. This
ensures that the use of the result (3.5), derived in [13] based on the free fermion propagator
recovered in [15], is justified.
5 Conservation of Energy-Momentum
The energy-momentum tensor for the theory specified in Eq. (2.1) reads
Tµν = G µα G
αν − 1
4
gµνGαβG
αβ − 1
2
m2gµνCαC
α − gµνCρJ ρ + C(νJ µ) + (ψ)Tµν , (5.1)
where (ψ)Tµν denotes the fermion contribution,
(ψ)Tµν =
ı
2
[
ψ¯ Γ (µ∇ ν)ψ −∇(ν ψ¯ Γµ)ψ
]
− gµν
[ ı
2
(
ψ¯ Γµ∇µψ −∇µ ψ¯ Γµψ
)
+Mψ¯ψ
]
, (5.2)
where Γµ = γIeµI . In a FLRW space-time, the energy-momentum tensor has the form T
µν =
diag(ρ, P, P, P ). Clearly (5.1) is diagonal due to the assumed isotropy and homogeneity
of the fields. We can show the local conservation of energy-momentum in the steady-state
solution (3.12) and (3.13) as follows. Because of isotropy of the current, the spinor must
have the form ψ = (ψ0, 0, 0, 0) in the standard Dirac basis [18]. Using (3.2), we deduce the
component of the energy density due to fermions,
ρ(ψ) = Mψ¯ψ = MJ , (5.3)
The total energy density is therefore
ρ = T00 =
1
2
m2C2 + C · J +MJ , (5.4)
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and the total pressure
P = Tii = −1
2
m2C2 − C · J −MJ . (5.5)
From the expressions for the energy density and pressure, it is then straightforward to check
the conservation equation in comoving coordinates,
∇µTµν = 0 =⇒ ρ˙+ 3H(ρ+ P ) = 0 , (5.6)
as follows. For a de Sitter background space-time, Cµ = δ0µ J/m2 follows from (3.12) and
(3.13). Thus, the Cµ contribution is constant, and ρ˙ = 0. Substituting these expressions for
ρ˙, ρ and P into (5.6) shows that the conservation equation is satisfied.
Note that the assumption of spatial isotropy of the gauge fields Aµ gives a vanishing
magnetic field, i.e. B = 0. In addition, since Ai = 0, also the electric field E = 0. Essentially,
the four-current (3.5) gives rise to a spatially uniform electric potential A0 that permeates
the universe and stays constant despite cosmic expansion. This creates a constant energy
density 12m
2A2 +A · J +M J that can sustain an inflationary phase of the universe.
6 Dynamical System
The total energy density is
ρ =
1
2
m2(Aµ − 1
m
∂µθ)
2 − (Aµ − 1
m
∂µθ)J
µ +MJ . (6.1)
Then the first Friedmann equation is simply H2 = 8piρ/
(
3Mp
2
)
, assuming a spatially-flat
universe. Within comoving coordinates, substituting in ρ from (6.1) gives
H2 =
8pi
3M2p
[
1
2
m2A0
2
+A0
{
J
(1− ) −mθ˙
}
+
1
2
θ˙2 +MJ
]
, (6.2)
using (3.5). For the steady-state solution (3.12), we have
H¯2 =
8pi
3M2p
[
3
2
J2
m2
+MJ
]
. (6.3)
We would like to build a model where the gauge field and its interaction with the fermion
field is the dominant source of energy density, as opposed to the energy contribution of the
fermions themselves. Therefore we choose the two physical parameters m and M such that
J2/m2 MJ in (6.3) , so that
J
Mm2
 1 . (6.4)
In this limit, we have,
H¯2 ' 4piJ
2
M2pm
2
. (6.5)
In [13], J was computed in the limit M/H¯  1 to be J ∼ M2H¯/4pi2 + O(M/H¯)3. We
can easily see in (6.5) that substituting in J = 1
4pi2
M2H¯ gives no unique solution for H¯
since it cancels out from both sides of the equation. We deduce that the limit M/H¯  1 is
inconsistent with our model. Instead, assume that
M/H¯ ≥ 1 . (6.6)
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In that case, we expect from [13, Eqs. 4.18] that J is a complicated function of M and H¯ .
Nevertheless, the function J(M, H¯) will still be constant in time, allowing an inflationary
solution. Given the function J(M, H¯), we can plug it into (6.5) and check if a unique solution
for H¯ exists for some value of m, the other independent parameter in our model. Consider
the choice H¯ = M . Then, by dimensional considerations, we must have J ' M3. Plugging
into (6.5) gives m ' M2/Mp. We suspect that H¯ should be GUT-scale, H¯ ' 10−3Mp. Thus,
we have a GUT-scale M , and a sub-GUT scale m, m ' 10−6Mp, which are large but plausi-
ble values. Crucially, (6.4) is satisfied, i.e. the fermion energy contribution is subdominant.
From (3.12) follows A0 = J/m2 ' M2p /M = 103Mp , i.e. the gauge field is super-Planckian.
But this is fine physically since the scale of the energy density, which is equal to H¯ , is sub-
Planckian. This model can therefore be described as a large-field model of inflation. Solu-
tions of H¯ in terms of M and m are non-trivial in the general case (6.6). Nevertheless, at
least one consistent solution exists for M = H¯ . We therefore proceed a dynamical analysis
assuming that J exists, leaving the explicit calculation of the general case for future work.
It is convenient to use the dimensionless dynamical variables
t˜ ≡ tm, X ≡ m
2
J
A0, Θ ≡ m
2
J
θ, H ≡ H/m . (6.7)
The characteristic time scale is m−1. First rearrange the equation (3.11) as
X ′′ + 3HX ′ + (3H˙+ 1)X = 1/
(
1 + H˙/H2
)
, (6.8)
where we use a prime to indicate derivative with respect to t˜. The dimensionless Friedmann
equation follows from (6.2),
H2 ' α2
[(
X − Θ˙
)2
+ 2X/
(
1 + H˙/H2
)]
, (6.9)
which ignores the fermion energy contribution, and defining a parameter which is the di-
mensionless ratio of the mass scales
α ≡
√
4pi
3
(
J
m2Mp
)
. (6.10)
In the special case H¯ = M discussed above after (6.6), α ' 103. The gauge condition (3.4)
reduces to
X ′ + 3HX = Θ . (6.11)
Taking the derivative of (6.11) and plugging into (6.8) gives
Θ′ = −X + 1/ (1 +H′/H2) . (6.12)
Substituting this into (6.9), we are able to remove explicit scalar field dependence from the
Friedmann equation:
H2 = α2
[
3X2 +
{
X − 1/ (1 +H′/H2)}2] , (6.13)
where H > 0 is taken to be the positive square root, consistent with the desired expansion
of the universe. The dynamics of the system are completely determined by (6.13) and (6.8)
– 8 –
and the parameter α, along with (6.11) for the Stu¨ckelberg field in terms of H and X . For
investigating the phase space evolution of this system, the evolution can be cast in terms of
the three variables X , Y , and , the dynamics of which form a system of three first-order
differential equations:
X ′ ≡ Y,
Y ′ = (1− )−1 −X − 3HY + 3H2X,
′ = (1− )2
[
Y +
3XY + α−2H3
X − (1− )−1
]
, (6.14)
whereH on the right sides can be expressed algebraically in terms of X and  as
H2
α2
= 3X2 +
(
X − 1
1− 
)2
. (6.15)
Here  is the deceleration parameter defined in (3.6), and physically  = 0 corresponds to a
pure de Sitter phase.
7 Existence and Stability of a Dynamical Attractor
The fixed points of the dynamical system are found by setting the time derivative of each
kinematic variable to zero. The system has exactly one inflationary fixed point in the phase
space,
(X¯, Y¯ , ¯) = (1, 0, 0), (7.1)
with the fixed-point Hubble parameter H¯ = √3α. For small departures from the fixed point,
define the perturbation variables X = 1 + δX , Y = δY = δX ′ and  = δ. Upon substituting
this expansion into (6.14), the second term in the expression for ′ has the form
3XY + α
[
3X2 + {X − (1− )−1}2
]3/2
X − (1− )−1 −→
3 δY + 3
√
3α+O(2)
δX − δ+O(2) , (7.2)
where O(2) are quantities of second or higher order in the perturbations. This implies that
the Jacobian matrix M, defined as δX′ = M δX , is not guaranteed to be finite at the fixed
point. Therefore stability cannot be established via the standard Hartman-Grobman lin-
earization theorem.
However, the system is straightforward to evolve numerically. Figure 1 displays sev-
eral representative trajectories for different initial conditions, setting α = 1. The initial
condition must satisfy  < 1, since the current (3.5) is undefined at  = 1. Numerous initial
conditions have trajectories which flow to the inflationary fixed point. Also displayed is a
trajectory which evolves away from the fixed point and flows to  → −∞. Some results
on slices through a grid of initial conditions in three dimensions are displayed in Figure 2.
The blue points represent initial conditions that have been numerically verified to reach the
fixed point (7.1). For X0 > 1, all trajectories are repelled. A general “narrowing” of the at-
tractor basin occurs as X0 → 1 from below. This behavior looks similar to the convergence
of the trajectories as they approach the fixed point in Figure 1. These calculations clearly
indicate a substantial attractor basin in the region X0 < 1. We have verified that the basin
remains similarly large for α = 10 and α = 100.
– 9 –
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Figure 1. (color online) Phase space trajectories, with initial conditions (X0, Y0, 0) given in the leg-
end, and for α = 1. Four trajectories (in colors) starting from X0 = 0 are attracted to the fixed point,
(X¯, Y¯ , ¯) = (1, 0, 0) . One trajectory (in gray) starting from X0 = 1.05 is repelled by the fixed point
and has → −∞.
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Figure 2. (color online) The stability landscape. Each of these two panels is a 2-dimensional slice of
the 3-dimensional phase space. The grid points in blue represent initial conditions which end up at
the inflationary fixed point.
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8 Conclusion and Discussion
We have demonstrated the existence of self-consistent solutions with inflationary dynamics
for a system composed of a fermion current J coupled to an abelian gauge field A with
the standard coupling A · J , with a Stu¨ckelberg field θ to guarantee consistency. A similar
model in Ref. [13] instead employed a Chern-Simons term. This model differs from the
usual scalar field inflation models in that it requires no arbitrary potentials, and uses only
standard couplings between fields.
In this paper, we have shown that the unique dynamical inflation solution is not fine-
tuned, in the sense that it arises from a range of homogeneous initial conditions. Inflation is
driven by the coupling between the gauge field and the fermion field; the coupling energy
density remains constant as the universe expands. The energy density from the fermion cur-
rent itself is small; the function of fermion current is to drive up the gauge field, which then
provides a large energy density via its interaction with the fermion current. This mechanism
requires that the fermion field have a bare mass, i.e. that the vacuum expectation value of
J 0 be non-zero. We have demonstrated that for a choice of fermion mass M = 10−3Mp and
gauge boson mass m = 10−6Mp, we obtain the standard GUT-scale inflation with expan-
sion parameter H = 10−3Mp. Other combinations of values for the two masses likely also
give rise to realistic inflationary solutions, which we leave for future study.
Since we do not postulate a scalar field which by construction has a constant poten-
tial energy density as the universe expands, the conceptual issues underlying a particle
physics mechanism driving the inflationary behavior come into relief. Fermions must be
created as the universe expands in order to maintain a constant fermion current. We have
evaluated the vacuum expectation value of the fermion current to demonstrate that such
fermion creation occurs in the inflating universe, but we have not explicated a microphys-
ical mechanism for this process. We are currently investigating whether quantum gravita-
tional anomalies which lead to particle creation in space-times with significant curvature
[19] can provide sufficient fermion creation rates. The usual problem of initial conditions
leading to successful inflation is then replaced by the problem of how the universe came to
be in a state with rapid fermion production. While particle production is not conventionally
considered in traditional scalar field models of inflation, if the constant field is interpreted
as a condensate of scalar particles, some particle creation mechanism is also required. This
fact is usually swept under the rug with the assumption of an effective classical scalar field
potential.
We have also assumed that the fermion and gauge fields are strictly homogeneous.
These solutions approach a dynamical fixed point, bringing up the old question of how in-
flation ends. We do not postulate a potential with a field rolling to the minimum; rather
the energy driving inflation arises strictly from the particle interactions in the theory. Three
logical possibilities for ending inflation exist. First, solutions might exist which approach
the dynamical attractor and then move away; this possibility is feasible since the attractor
point is not completely stable. However, the universe would need to loiter in the region of
the attractor for a relatively long dynamical time without reaching it, and this behavior does
not appear to arise generically. A second possibility is that the amplitude J in (3.5) in fact
varies slowly in time due to effects arising from non-constant deceleration 2. This variation
may impose a characteristic time scale on the length of inflation. The third possibility is that
departures from homogeneity may eventually induce the end of inflation. This possibility
2See previous footnote.
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is closely related to the issue of how anisotropies are generated, when considered to be vari-
ations in the fermion density. If some physical process connected to the fermion production
rate and the gauge field coupling imposes a characteristic time scale on the length of infla-
tion, this could provide a natural explanation for why the microwave background appears
to violate statistical isotropy on the largest scales [20, 21], and why it lacks correlations on
the largest angular scales (see e.g. [22–24]). These features are unexplained in standard in-
flation models which undergo an arbitrarily long period of inflation, other than as statistical
flukes. A specific, finite duration of inflation in scalar-field models requires a fine-tuning of
the inflaton initial conditions. Another interesting question, related to how inflation ends
in our model, is the evolution of scalar and tensor perturbations. In particular, it would
be interesting to investigate if the two chiralities of tensor modes evolve differently, as was
shown to be the case in a non-Abelian gauge field model of inflation in [25, 26] .
The model presented here suggests new physical approaches to fundamental elements
of inflation: the underlying origin of the effective potential driving inflationary expansion,
creation of particles in an expanding space-time, the particle basis for generating pertur-
bations, mechanisms for setting the duration of inflation. We may have the possibility of
understanding all of these issues within the context of known physical interactions.
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